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Abstract
Business Intelligence is an important aspect of any organized commerce. With
the growing competition and global outlook of the businesses, metric driven
business insight has become extremely important for the corporations to
analyse, understand and plan their business in better ways. Understanding
customer’s behaviour and their sentiments has been an active area of research
over a long time. However, due to practical challenges associated with such
adaptations, there hasn’t been significant work towards customer behaviour
and sentiment tracking in physical retail stores. In this work, we have
addressed this significant challenge of the retail sector and proposed
EMOMETRIC, which is an intelligent trolley that can track customer’s
emotion and provide a customer behavioural insight through IoT integrated
data intelligence running on Apache Spark Cluster. The proposed system uses
model based face and emotion tracking under real use case conditions. Results
shows that the proposed technique has an overall accuracy of 95% in
comparison to the current state of art. The proposed technique also adapts QoS
enabled secure MQTT protocol to collect the data by the big data No-sql
storage system. It is also observed that the proposed technique is not only fast
and accurate but also illumination and pose invariant. This work can be used
as a framework to offer emotion as a service through SAAS platform.
Keyword: Business Intelligence, Customer Behaviour, Emotion, Apache
Spark, MQTT Protocol, No-sql, Big Data.
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INTRODUCTION
Retail is one of the leading industries, which is drawing significant innovation in
different business aspects for improving sales, reduction in operational cost, better
customer relationship, better services, retaining customers, predicting trends and so on.
Traditionally, for retail businesses success has been dependent on the business skills
and service quality of the human resource. However, with the advancement of
technology more and more businesses are looking to integrate technology to various
aspects of business in order to enhance the profitability as well as scalability of the
business. Gaku and Takakuwa [1] showed how a simulation driven model for data
analytics can help understanding the business process. They also demonstrated the
basics of predicting future trends depending upon predictive analytics with big data[2].
Carson et al. [3] argue that big data analytics is nothing but a data mining task on a
huge unconstrained patterns. Generally, in a data mining task an objective or result is
known before hand, and is searched or extrapolated from the available data. Data
Analytics on the other hand is a data science to generate unknown insight from the
data. Big data is essentially a large volume of data with variety, varsity and velocity.
Due to huge number of raw records they preserve, trends and insights which can be
extracted from the record using different mathematical, statistical and information
analysis system, commonly known as big data analytics.
Ahmed et al.[4] proposed big data analytics using agent based techniques. They have
discussed the challenges of big data which includes data representation, redundancy
reduction, data life cycle management, analytical mechanism, data confidentiality,
expandability and cooperation has to be the biggest challenges in big data analytics.
An agent based system is proposed which exhibits artificial intelligence, machine
learning and autonomous decision making to deal with such data. The three aspects of
data processing by these agents are identified as spatial distribution, heterogeneity and
real time processing. Big data analytics should lead to better business decisions.
Smarter, faster, impactful decisions collaboratively create an intelligent and smart
business decision framework. There are several business areas which can draw an
independent analytics. Some of them are
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customer interaction
Order management
Event management
Performance monitoring
Credit risk analysis
Sales and trading
Risk management
Marketing
Claim services
Inventory management
Supply chain
Payment gateways and so on.
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E-commerce, M-commerce and physical retail stores are important end-business
entities along with customers which forms either B2B or B2C process.
The main difference of big data analytics with data mining is that data mining is more
of a reverse engineering where the goal is known and the process is discovered. On
the other hand, big data analytics has standard set of processes that can lead to
important insights. Supakkul et al. [5] argues that goal oriented analysis is a much
better approach than raw data analytics in businesses. They propose GOMA – a goal
oriented big data analytics framework that integrates specific tasks of data mining into
the big data analytics realm. For example, increase in profitability or decrease in
warehouse stock can be considered as business goals. GOMA based approach leads to
such data analytics which provides insight about the afore mentioned goals.
Jia et al. [6] explored a unique dynamic pricing system based on stochastic process
using electricity retail sector for the case study. Their method proposes establishing a
linear mapping between near random customer demand with the pricing using a
stochastic process using piecewise linear stochastic approximation. Such a solution
essentially is an optimization problem solved by incorporating a set of fixed and
random variables. For example, outside temperature, hour of the day, past usage by
the customer and so on. Such dynamic pricing is now being observed across wide
range of industries like air ticketing, celebrity shows and so on. Therefore, one of the
areas of big data analytics is pricing management with collaborated demand and
supply analysis.
Often, when we go to a small grocery shop at the next door, the shop owner asks us
about our further requirement with probable suggestions like “Do you want milk?”.
There are personalized recommendations which the shop owner develops through the
knowledge of customer and his past purchases. Such recommendations make
shopping a seamless and enjoying experience as the customer may not always
remember instantaneously what are the other requirements that he needs to buy.
Recommendations of diapers when a parent buys olive oil or recommendation of a
trouser during the purchase of a T-shirt not only increases the sale but also helps on
improving the shopping experience of the customer. Therefore, good recommendation
systems are one of the most important areas of big data analytics in retail which are
predominantly being used in M-commerce and E-commerce applications. Ali et al.[7]
proposed a bio inspired termite colony optimization to build a recommendation
system based on adjusting the path in a connected graph of products bought by the
customer in the past. They carried out a case study on big bazaar, a large retail chain
in India. Burhanuddin et al.[8] proposed a content based recommendation system that
employs a pair wise approach for ranking the recommendations where each of the
recommendation is generated by pair wise rank of a user and a specific item. They
propose a loss function and a similarity function on each pair and generated the
recommendation based on a standard iterative optimization process. Gopalachari and
Sammulal [9] proposed a web based recommendation system that is dependent on
user current session, users past behaviour extracted from the cache and behavior of
the other users collaborated in a domain ontology based system. Ontology driven
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recommendation systems are popular even amongst the online e-commerce and retail
system which utilizes users search and purchase history for the recommendation.
Irrespective of the type of analytics and processes, success of any business ultimately
boils down to understanding the customer, their needs and efficiently offering services
and solutions for the same. Understanding customer preferences, their demand,
complaints, expectations can help a business to improve significantly. Therefore, a
huge amount of research has been observed in the area of customer behaviour analysis.
Customer behaviour analysis in the e-commerce retail is done by utilizing customers
search behaviour and click stream data[10]. The data set included timestamp, the time
spent on an item, search category, cart overview, order of selecting items, number of
click to recommendation, number of exits without purchase and so on. This data is
then incorporated into a decision tree system to predict the behaviour of the customer.
The work demonstrates the use and adaptation of machine learning with artificial
intelligence into analysing and predicting customer behaviour with past trends.
Norouzi and Alizadeh [11] used customer behaviour analysis to predict most likely
items a customer is likely to purchase and rank them accordingly for presenting it to
the customer. They used a multinominal model with hidden Markov model to rank the
products for display. Their method models product purchase behaviour of a customer
as a Markov chain with discrete random variables being the data set attributes. Han
[12] uses the customer behaviour analysis to segment the customers likely to
purchase[11], where their behavioural pattern were analysed to rank the products. A
customer segmentation based on purchase and consumption behaviour viz., likely
buyers, future buyers, VIP buyers and so on, can significantly help the businesses to
focus on prospective buyers. This method used back propagation neural network to
classify the customers into pre-existing categories. This is an example of goal oriented
data analytics.
Ahmed et al.[13] summarizes various classification techniques and their significance
in customer behaviour analysis and ranking. Most commonly used efficient classifiers
are Bayes net, naïve Bayes, K-Star, clustering, filtered classifier, END (meta
classifier), JReep, RIDOR, decision table, J48, simple cart and so on. They also
analysed the effect of social posts among the products by a customer for his
behavioural analysis.
.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Customer behaviour analysis on e-commerce and M-commerce platform is
significantly easier than doing the same for retail stores. This is because in the web
and mobile based purchases, different matrices like search, click, time spent can be
quantitatively recorded for a qualitative analysis. But the same analysis for physical
retail stores is extremely difficult because no data corresponding to customer’s
behaviour analysis is available. Therefore, customer behaviour analysis in physical
retail stores is not only a major computational challenge but also a huge business
problem. A mathematical qualitative representation of the customer behaviour in
physical stores can significantly help in improving sales, customer relationship, shop
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interior design and overall business development. This work focusses on addressing
this challenge and offer a feasible, cost effective and efficient solution for customer
behaviour analysis in physical retail store by integrating with machine learning. The
overview of the past works and the current state of art in this direction is presented in
Appendix – A.
PROPOSED SYSTEM AND METHODOLOGY

Figure 1. Overall Architecture

Figure 2. Technical Overview of the proposed system.
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In this work, we have proposed a novel solution for analyzing customer emotion and
obtaining meaningful insight for the retail businesses by integrating machine learning,
computer vision and data science techniques as depicted by Figure 1 and 2. Our
contribution of work is in achieving a very high frame rate, fast and real time face
detection system using node.js. Our model based face detection system achieves a
frame rate of 23fps which is about 10 frame per second higher than frame rate
associated with Adaboost based technique which is been commonly used[21]. We
developed a smart trolley loaded with a camera and a IoT[15] processor. We have
used Intel Edison Kit for interfacing the camera. The frames acquired from the camera
is sent to a local server using MJPG. The local server receives MJPG stream from all
the smart trolleys enabled with our system. The local server then runs a local face
detection system by using model based face detection technique. The details of this
technique is elaborated in the following section.
Once the face boundary of the customer is tracked, the data along with the trolley id is
stored in is stored in No-Sql Mongodb database in IBM Bluemix. Therefore, every
data record contains the id of the trolley, the customer emotional data. We also enable
the trolley with weight sensor[14]. Therefore, the amount of purchase that the
customer does, is mitigated to the server along with customer emotion data. The basic
idea is to link customer emotion with his purchasing behavior. It is planned to
incorporate RFID or any such smart card based system for the products in order to
track the buying behavior in a much comprehensive way. But for this particular
proposal we could not enable any smart card system to identify the products. We also
enable three axis accelerometer with this smart trolley. The accelerometer tracks the
customer’s data. Therefore, the trolley id, customer emotion, customer mobility data,
the weight on the trolley is obtained and sent to the database.
Because the amount of data being generated with 23 fps tracking rate, 6 trolleys being
used in the pilot phase is huge, playing with webserver and database server fails to
process such huge amount of data. Hence, it is proposed to use big data system to
process this data. Hadoop is one of the most common big data architecture which is
being widely used in many enterprise applications. However, recent advancement in
the big data technology and comparative study has revealed that apache spark
performs magnitude time better than conventional Hadoop based system with special
clustering and parallel computational ability. The apache spark cluster can outperform
Hadoop cluster in processing and data analytics. Therefore, the gathered data is
processed by apache spark system in the background.
‘R' and Python are two most popular programming languages for data science and big
data analytics. Apache spark is written in R language. Therefore, many of the
enterprises prefers ‘R’ language for data analytics of any data processed by apache
spark. However, due to less vibrant community in comparison to python and lack of
as many numerical and scientific processing libraries that python has, hence python is
preferred over R language for the data analytics.
In this work, pandas is used to read the data frame which is acquired as an
unstructured remote data from the apache spark cluster. The data acquisition step
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requires user’s authorization which is provided with the access token generated by
IBM bluemix at the time of data acquisition. Therefore, the overall data analytics is
implemented over extremely secured data access channel. This ensures high degree of
confidentiality and security for extremely privacy critical customer data.
Once the data is phased from apache spark storage cluster into a pandas dataframe,
aggregation analysis is carried out for extracting the insight from the data. Hour wise
aggregation of the data is performed based on the data of customer’s aggregation, data
based on user mobility and so on. This aggregated data is then subjected for
regression analysis. The regression correlates the weight of the trolley with the
customer emotions and gives an extremely meaningful insight of the purchasing
behavior depending upon the mood of the customer.
The aggregated report of the emotion data is presented to the retailer so that he can
analyze and understand the customer’s behavior or purchasing trends.
Facial Model
The emotion tracking is performed by fitting a facial model of the customer in a video
frame from an approximate initialization. In our case the facial model consists of 70
points, which is shown in figure 3.
A.

Figure 3. The Facial Model.
The algorithm fits the trained model by using 70 lightweight classifiers, i.e. one
classifier for each point in the model. Given an initial approximate position, the
classifiers search a small region (thus the name ‘local’) around each point for a better
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fit, and the model is then moved incrementally in the direction giving the best fit,
gradually converging on the optimal fit. The fitting process on a grey scale face is
shown in figure 4.

Fig. 4. Fitting of model data points on an image.
A facial model is annotated face data. As faces from one person to another doesn't
vary much in terms of the geometry, a facial model is easy to construct. Figure 4
shows the model used in this work which is a labelled face dataset to construct a face
model.
To build a model from these annotations, we use PCA. The mean points of the
annotations are calculated first and then the mean points of all the annotations are
found out. PCA is used to extract the variations as a linear vector set. A typical facial
annotation extracted by model fitting process is shown in the figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Approximated face annotation.
PCA extracts the set in order of importance. Since the first few elements of the set
represents majority of the facial posture variations, rest of the parameters are
discarded which does not cause significant loss in model precision. PCA extracts
basic variations from posture, such as yaw, pitch, then followed by opening and
closing mouth, smile, etc. Any facial pose can then be modelled as the mean points
plus weighted combinations of these components, and the weights can be thought of
as “parameters” for the facial model. The overall block diagram is shown in figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Overall Block diagram of the proposed work.
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Constrained local models are used for extracting the facial parameters from the face
image. The CLM maximizes the likelihood of the model parameters and is given by
n

p(p |{li  1}in1 , ) p(p) p(li  1| xi , I ) ….. (1) [23]
i 1

This objective function can be minimized using iterative gauss newton optimization
procedure and thus takes the form
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In this section we have provided the overview of the methodology being used in this
work along with model representation. This section also shows how computer vision
technique is integrated with IoT and Big Data Analytics are integrated to offer a real
time innovative solution for the retail businesses to help them understand their
customer in a better way. All the components presented in this section are thoroughly
tested some of the current state of art. The testing, experimentation and the findings is
presented and discussed in detail in the next section.

RESULTS
TABLE I CUSTOMER EMOTION AT DIFFERENT INSTANCES OF THE DAY
Mood
Happy

Surprised

With good illumination

With less illumination
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Sad

Angry

Combined

Table I shows time analysis of customer’s emotion at different instance of the day.
From the result it can be seen that under different real time scenarios the tracking is
perfect. The FPS (Frame per second) data shows a great frame rate of 23 frames per
second. This also is a proof that our system is extremely real time. This also shows
that our system is independent of light intensity and pose variation. The system can
accurately track the pose of the customers at every time of the day and under real usecase conditions. It is also observed that the system produces extremely high
throughput while mitigating the data to cloud service provider. The bandwidth
management is performed by calculating the average number of active sessions and
distributing the Jason format load into each of the sessions where one session
represents the tracking for one individual customer.

Fig. 7. Sequence of Real time tracking session of customer emotion
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Fig. 8. Emotion capture using a low cost mobile

Fig. 9 (a) Meta Data
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Fig. 9 (b) Sample Collected Data
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Figure 10. Raw emotion data histogram
Combined mood plot of Table 1 shows the tracking multiple emotions simultaneously.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the proposed system not only is capable of real
time tracking but also multiple simultaneous tracking under real load situations.
Because in a real retail scenario, a customer will move his head constantly while the
person is looking at various products. The tracking fails to fit the model on the face
with accuracy. The loss of tracking is dominant mainly under low light condition.
However, even in such condition the tracking regains with compensated frame rate.
This clearly shows the efficiency of the proposed technique. Figure 7 shows real time
tracking of the customer data in the real retail environment. It can be observed that a
female customer being tracked efficiently using the proposed technique. This shows
the proposed technique is independent of age and gender of a customer. Figure 8
shows the tracking from a low cost mobile device. It makes it possible for a retail
owner to deploy several such trolleys without a need for insignificant investment.
Result in table 1 and Figure 8 also proves that the proposed technique is independent
of the quality of the camera and the resolution. Hence, a simple Raspberry-pi device
connected with a 640 x 480 webcam can also be efficiently used for tracking purpose.
The data sample and its corresponding meta data is depicted in figure 9. Figure 10
shows that the raw data does not convey any significant information because of the
large volume of data which needs to be properly filtered and analysed. This elaborates
the significance of data mining and analytics techniques that are being used here
which are presented in the Figure 11.
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Fig. 11. Hour wise aggregated emotion date from a customer.
Figure 11 represents the hour wise aggregation of customer emotion data which is
provided as business insight to the retailer. Such insight can be used by the retailer to
obtain meaningful business intelligence. This also shows that the proposed system can
be effectively used across wide range of customer segments and wide variety of
business cases.

Fig. 12. Pie chart plot of emotion data of the customers.
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Figure 12 shows the pie chart index of the customer data. This provides an overall
insight about the overall emotion classification of the customer in a real world context
which helps the businesses to work on the aspects of businesses which leads to poor
customer response.
Time complexity Comparison of proposed method with current state of art
Figure 13 shows comparison of average frame rate between proposed model based
emotion classifier with Adaboost based classifier and fuzzy based emotion classifier.
Both fuzzy and Adaboost methods are implemented in opencv where mjpg stream is
captured and given to precompiled c++ based opencv component through ssmpeg
(open source cross platform video, audio, image encoder).
A.

Fig. 13. Comparison of the proposed technique with Fuzzy and Adaboost classifiers.
The result clearly shows that even with fast c++ pre compiled libariries, both fuzzy as
well as Adaboost classifiers produce extremely low frame rate. Even though emotion
data lead to bluemix server is about 10 records/sec, low frame rate results in missing
key customer components like sudden excitement. The overall effective data rate for
the latter is therefore effected and we only obtain an effective record rate of 6-8
records/sec for the other two methods making them less reliable in comparison to
proposed technique. Also, we need a separate local server for processing the frames in
the other techniques making them dependent on the load and signal quality of the
local network. Therefore, our technique is more scalable as the algorithm can be
running in the edge devices without the need for a fog computing local environment.
For the proposed method we compromise only 7 frames/sec whereas the Adaboost
and Fuzzy based techniques compromises almost half and two third of the total
frames/sec respectively.
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Time complexity analysis of Hadoop and Apache spark cluster for the proposed
technique and Time complexity Comparison of apache spark and Hadoop cluster
for varying input load
The earlier experiments show that the proposed technique is much more scalable and
reliable in comparison to the other state of art in a retail time customer emotion
tracking context. The next objective is to validate the choice of big data system for
processing the data.
B.

Fig. 14 (a) Comparison of Processing time with number of nodes.
This experiment is divided into two parts: where we analyze the performance of both
Hadoop as well as apache spark cluster by varying the instance nodes in both of them.
An instance node is a virtual machine running in a cluster with full cooperative
integration to business logic broker. Figure 14 (a) shows instance versus processing
time. Figure 14 (a) clearly shows that increase in number of instances results in
exponential processing improvement for apache spark based cluster whereas it results
in only linear improvement in the case of the traditional Hadoop cluster. The
processing time is measured as complete time to aggregate the data and produce
figure 10 to figure 12. we adopted python as the analytic program. As apache spark is
built on R program, shifting to R based processing will result in further improvement
in performance. All these experiments were conducted over a sample of 3000 records
and without acquiring new emotion data, to keep the input matrix consistent.
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Fig. 14 (b) Comparison of Processing time with simultaneous requests per sec.
This experiment was conducted by keeping the number of instance nodes to 4 and
generating simultaneous aggregation queries from the end user emulating the retail
shop owners. We used automated testing suit built in .net to generate simultaneous
queries through multiple browser instances at time interval events. The result clearly
shows that apache sparks performance for extremely heavy load is well balanced in
comparison to a Hadoop cluster performance (which degrades significantly beyond
the moderate load). Therefore, the proposed spark based cluster is more acceptable in
real time context for providing our solution as a SaaS based model.
C.

Recognition accuracy comparison

Fig. 15. Recognition accuracy for various emotions.
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This experiment was conducted by asking the user to keep his facial expression
consistent during a session of 30 seconds and then comparing number of correct
detections. For example, for a smile test session, the proposed technique should be 23
smile instance detection in a second where an emotion is considered to be dominant if
its percentage is greater than or equal to 60%. In case the system detects 21 smile
instances in that specific second, the accuracy for that second of the session would be
91.3% the aggregate of entire 30 seconds for a specific user is obtained. Then, the
accuracy is aggregated for a set of 50 users which include 31 male and 19 female
candidates, all between the age group of 20-22). The experiments were conducted in
six sessions spanned over three days, including acceptable illumination session in the
morning and low illumination session in the evening. Results shows that aggregated
accuracy of proposed system is extremely consistent for both sessions as well as
genders whereas the accuracy of the other two techniques suffers under low
illumination and is found to be low specifically for male candidates with facial hair.

CONCLUSION
Recent advancement in connected devices, artificial intelligence, machine vision,
machine learning, big data and data science has resulted in exceptional innovations
across different industries. Recent boom in the retail sector requires high end
intelligence to improve the business through better understanding of customer
preferences and their behaviour. Authors have proposed several techniques in the past
for customer behaviour tracking in an online retail context. However, the volume of
research in the same direction for physical retail shops has been minimal. We have
right to address the problem of understanding customer’s behaviour in large retail
shop through an intelligent trolley which incorporates low cost, yet efficient facial
emotion tracking combined with IoT and Big Data to provide a meaningful customer
behaviour insight to the retailers. Results shows that our technique is robust and
efficient for practical pose and illumination variant real time scenarios. The fast
model based technique improves upon the popular Adaboost and Fuzzy based
emotion tracking system in terms of both accuracy as well as time complexity. The
backend processing through apache spark cluster improves the analysis time by multifold in comparison to more popular Hadoop clusters. Our system offers a business
intelligence to retailers but also provides a unique framework that can be used by
various other industries like HR, Fashion, Media and so on.
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